CSA-EUR is recruiting for the Cultural Events committee for next academic
year (2018-2019). It is the Cultural Events Committee’s duty to organize
cultural events from both Dutch and Chinese culture, such as a calligraphy
workshop, cooking workshops and the city trip. This year organizing the
moon festival and Chinese New Year will also be added to the list of
events we oversee. Our goal is to make the members familiar with both
cultures.
What will be your activities as an active member from the Cultural Events
Committee?



You will be organizing the cultural events. Instead of just enjoying the events of CSA, you will also get
a look behind the scenes.
You will search for hidden gems to hold that special event. You can use your creative tendencies to
think of great events. You will use your great organizing skills so the events are going smoothly. You
will use your social and people skills to introduce people and give them the CSA Family feel and make
them familiar with the benefits of both cultures. When things get rough, your flexibility and problem
solving skills are put to great use. You can think on your feet and won't let unpredictability put you
down. You always keep your head cool and you are always smiling.
In short, you will be creating unforgettable

moments for our (potential) members.
What does CSA-EUR offer?
We offer you a place to foster your entrepreneurial mindset, ideas and give you the platform to
execute these. Furthermore, we will actively help you develop your competencies which will greatly
benefit your professional career. Lastly, we provide a fun and multicultural environment in which you
can experience first-hand about how to manage yourself in a cross-cultural context.
Who are we looking for?
We are looking for a flexible person with organizing and people skills who also has affinity/ interest for
China. Of course, having knowledge about Dutch and (especially) Chinese culture is a plus. Are you
passionate about hosting great events for people?

Is your head full of ideas, which just seem
never-ending? Then CSA-EUR is the place to be! So in summary, we are looking for someone with:
● Organizing skills
●

People and social skills

●

Problem solving skills

●

Energy and passion

●

Affinity about Chinese culture is a plus

Do you have these skills and are you motivated to work together with an exciting and professional
team? Go to csa-eur.nl/apply and submit your application.

